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any years ago, when I looked at the
promises in the Bible concerning
Israel, the Church, the Messianic
Remnant and the End Times, I came to the
conclusion that no one is strong, wise or
righteous enough to fulfill them. If God was
calling us to be involved, we had to work
together as a team. If we could not develop
teamwork, we could not fulfill our destiny.

Each team is made up of people who are gifted,
talented and motivated in their own right.

It’s never easy to work in a team. A team
involves people, and people have problems.
They bring their weaknesses, their differences
of opinions, their pride, fears, stubbornness,
frustrations, etc. People come with their
“baggage” and their “garbage.”

I summarize our teamwork goals in a simple
three step guideline:

Once I distributed pieces of a children’s jig-saw
puzzle to our staff. We had to slide our pieces
to the center of the table and make them fit
together. The separated pieces had no meaning,
but when they were connected, a coherent
picture emerged.
Each piece had curves going inward and curves
going outward. We interpreted the inward
curves as our weaknesses or needs, and the
outward curves as our talents or strong points.
The inward curves – our weaknesses – were
what enabled the pieces to fit together. To form
a whole picture, the critical task is for each one to
recognize his need for the other. We can allow our
weaknesses to pull us together, where often our
strengths push us apart.

Joint Ownership

I serve in senior leadership at Revive Israel,
Tikkun, Ahavat Yeshua and Tiferet Yeshua. Thank
God, each team is bearing much fruit by His
grace. I feel very aware of my own weaknesses,
and often am not sure of what I contribute.

If there is anything that I feel we have done
right, it is to foster a feeling of teamwork and
joint “ownership.” In each of these groups, it is
apparent that there is interaction and “give and
take” in the team. This in itself provides a sense
of safety for the other people involved. Nothing
is dependent on just one person.

1. Your Success
2. Our Togetherness
3. Generational Transfer
The first priority is to desire the success of the
others involved. The attitude should be: “If I can
help you succeed, then I have done my job.”
The second priority is maintaining the unity of
the team. Everyone has to sacrifice of himself in
order to keep the togetherness. Yielding is the
price of unity.
The third area involves training and transfer.
Not only are the goals of the kingdom of God too
big for any one person, they are too big for any
one generation. Transferring roles and positions
goes in both directions: “up and out” for the
elders, and “down and in” for the younger ones.
The transition is like a family in which the child
eventually becomes a parent, and the parent
becomes the grandparent. The authority is
moved gradually away from the elder to the
younger, but the elder remains in a place of
influence and honor.
I hope these principles of teamwork and
covenantal relationships will help you bear much
fruit in every sphere of life (John 15:5, 8, 16).

Tikkun (tee-koon) n. [Hebrew]
1. Restoration: bringing back to health, strength; rebuilding
2. Setting in order; making straight
3. World redemption [Jewish tradition] - the final restoration of the world in harmony with God.

Tikkun International Inc. is not
affiliated with TIKKUN magazine,
the Institute for Labor and Mental
Health, or Rabbi Michael Lerner

Dear Friend,
You’ll be amazed how one of our partner congregations is touching the lives of unbelievers in their
neighborhood. Pastor Leon Mazin, who immigrated from the former Soviet Union in the nineties, was
concerned about the kids in his congregation losing their faith. He leads Shavei Tzion Congregation (Return
to Zion) in Haifa. Many of the congregation’s immigrant families are poor, and the kids can end up spending
most of their time with friends on the streets, often ending up in trouble.
So he started Keshet Tzlilim Music School (“Rainbow of Sounds” in English). And it has had a huge impact—
changing lives!
“After three to five years of playing violin,” shared Leon, “they say you cannot go back to the streets. It changes you.” That
was nine years ago. Today they have 130 students and 80 of them are not even part of the congregation! “Many people in
the neighborhood know about this school, and now we have a waiting list.”

Zelda teaches a student guitar

Practicing the piano

Younger students enjoy painting and arts & crafts

Leon’s wife Nina directs the school. “Music is like ‘grammar for the soul,’” she shares. “We have seen big changes in the
character of these children. One girl came to us. She was always bent over, like she was depressed. She would not look you
in the eye. But each day she opened up a little bit more, and now you can see such a difference in the way she relates to
the world.”
Many of the children get involved in the congregational worship team, and often perform for Holocaust survivors. The
school teaches the children the importance of serving. They also host camps. Many unbelievers come to the camps, about
30%, and they are impacted by the Messianic students and staff. Jewish unbelievers who send their children to the school,
often remark how they see a change in their children’s character. “That touches my heart,” shares Nina. “Parents—and
they are not believers—say that there is something special here.”
Shavei Tzion Congregation pays for half of the tuition. The families pay the other half—if they can afford it. The school has
to raise about $50,000 a year. While they have commitments for $20,000, they still need an additional $30,000.
We can help. Tikkun Global, through our Tikkun Cares initiative, is seeking to stand with them
and other congregations touching their communities. Wouldn’t it be awesome to
write them a check next month for the full $30,000? Would you consider a
gift of $25, $50, $100 or more?
“We are not just looking for the next
Mozart,” says Leon. “We want to get him
into heaven!”
You can go to www.TikkunCares.org
and partner with Tikkun as we partner
with ministries like Shavei Tzion and the
Rainbow of Sounds music school.
Thank you! Together, we can impact
Israel!
Until all Israel is Saved (Romans 11:26),
Ron Cantor
Tikkun Global

Young Ariella has thrived in Keshet Tzlilim and only
has to pay for half of her tuition.
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DAN JUSTER, Th. D., Restoration from Zion of Tikkun Global

ecently Patty and I were keynote speakers at the
Aglow European Leadership Conference in Toledo,
Spain. Being at this conference brought back vivid
memories of my first journey to Spain in the spring of 1998.
Just months before that trip I had found myself at a
Catholic University Library with a Latin expert and a priesttheologian, Fr. Peter Hocken, going over the Latin texts of
the Church Councils of the historic Church, those that took
place before the split between the Eastern and Western

Churches. It was a journey back in time as we blew the dust
off the musty-smelling volumes – huge leather and wood
bound books. As our Latin expert translated and we wrote,
we were amazed that the official rejection of the Jewish
people and specifically of followers of Jesus who continued
to live as Jews was in the official Church canons. Some
Councils were regional, such as Alvira (near Granada) and
Toledo in Spain, and Antioch. Others, like the two Councils of
Nicea in 325 and 787 AD, were universal.
We found Councils that explicitly condemned anyone who
professed faith in Jesus and continued to practice Judaism,

Restoration from Zion, Tikkun Global

including even the smallest acts such as lighting Shabbat
Candles, keeping Sabbath in any way, or avoiding pork.
The Councils even forbade certain levels of interaction
with Jewish people. The Anti-Semitism found throughout
these chronicles was horrifyingly clear.
We undertook this research on behalf of the Toward
Jerusalem Council II (TJCII) project. The goal of TJCII is to
see all Church streams repudiate replacement theology
and affirm the call of Jewish followers of Jesus (Yeshua) to
continue to identify and live as Jews. The TJCII project also
strongly promotes repentance and reconciliation.
After discovering this information, we believed that we
had to go to the places of Anti-Jewish and specifically
anti-Messianic Jewish council decisions. We were to pray
and seek the Lord for a way of repairing the damage done
by these councils. Such people as John Dawson, former
President of Youth with a Mission; Marty Waldman, the
President of the Union of Messianic Jewish Congregations
at that time; Ilan Zamir, President of Israel College of the
Bible; and Olen Griffing, the founding pastor of Shady
Grove Church in Dallas – were with us in these efforts.
A contingent of leaders and intercessors came to Alvira,
Cordoba and Toledo in Spain, Antioch in Turkey and Rome.
These places as well as others were locations for such
council decisions. We also noted the direct line to the
persecutions of the Inquisition where Jews were expelled,
and Jews who professed faith in Jesus but were found to
engage in Jewish practice were burned at the stake (1492
and after). These journeys of repentance were a key in
our view to seeing a sea change in the Church toward
Israel and the Messianic Jewish community. They were
powerful times with prophetic visions and words that
provided clear leading for our prayers.
These efforts continue to this day. Repentance and
renunciation of evil decrees is, for us, a key way forward
for the Church to be all it is called to be as we seek to
hasten the time of the Second Coming of Jesus.

tikkun.tv
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EITAN SHISHKOFF, Pastor Emeritus

T

he auditorium is filled with
Israeli soldiers and their families.
The soldiers are leadership
candidates and have completed one
of the most grueling portions of their
combat training. They’ve marched all
night with heavy loads in a “masah”
which roughly translates as “trek.” Each
soldier’s name is called out. Each receives
strong congratulations from the officers,
and an award for completing the grueling
test. Families are cheering wildly at the
mention of their *son, grandson, nephew,
brother. The level of emotion is high. It
reminds me of an athletic championship
game. Yet these young men are not on
a playing field. They’re going to be on a
battle field. This is life and death.
During the ceremony an officer
addresses the soldiers and their families.
“I don’t have to explain the sensitivity of
our security situation today. The threats
against Israel amplify the importance of
these young warriors.”
The feeling of Israel as an extended
family is nowhere as touchingly
manifested as on this kind of occasion.
Israelis of every description and every
background, feel they are united through
their young men and *women, who are
going all out to defend us.
The camaraderie is thick. Lithe, muscular
dudes hugging for real. These rugged,
hardship-tested soldiers have such
affection for each other. It’s unfeigned.

Unexaggerated. They’ve forged this heart
bond by being stretched again and again,
and by reaching high—to a place they’ve
never been. And they’re doing it side
by side. So when we see them smiling,
joking around, teasing each other—we
know that they’re still youths in their
late teen age years. At the same time
they have matured, in the crucible of
being pushed to the limit physically and
psychologically.
One cannot help but admire them, and
be inspired by their example. At 19 years
of age, they already possess a seasoned
and selfless perspective of maturity.
Now, after the formal ceremony, we’re at
a reception in their honor, hosted by the
moms and dads. Gifts are flowing. Each
“graduate” receives a new back pack, a
hoody with their brigade’s insignia, and a
framed photo of their unit. All of this is to
build loyalty, team, commitment. And it’s
working. You can feel it.
To understand the youth of Israel, it is
essential to be aware of this experience
that permeates all levels of Israeli life
since serving in the army is mandatory.
Their army service is a time like none
other. Many lifetime friendships are
formed during these three intense years.
Many hundreds of young Israeli believers
are among the tens of thousands of
youth serving in the Israeli Defense
Force. They need our prayers and our
gratitude.

*In Israel mandatory military service applies to men and women. Over recent years women have been increasingly given opportunities for combat
service. My gender terminology reflects the fact that I personally have up to this point only experienced a son and a grandson in combat units.
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ecently I was in Greece spending quiet time with the Lord
and with other leaders from Israel. As our bus passed by
the city of Corinth, I thought about the congregation of
Corinth and what Paul wrote to them. There are many chapters
written to the Corinthian church – more than to any other church.
When Paul first wrote to them in I Corinthians 1:4-7, and by
extension to all of us as believers, he referred to how we are rich
in every area: in what we speak, in knowledge and spiritual gifts
given us by the grace of God through our Savior Yeshua. Jeremiah
the prophet also referred to riches. The prophet spoke about
what God says about mankind. “Let not the wise man boast in
his wisdom, Let not the mighty man boast in his might, nor let
the rich man boast in his riches; but let him who boasts, boast
in this, that he understands and knows Me, that I am the Lord,
exercising loving kindness, judgment, and righteousness in
the earth” (Jeremiah 9:22-23).

Boasting in our Teachers and Denominations?

Mankind has a tendency to boast, and that’s what happened in
Corinth. They were boasting about the importance and wisdom

Fax: 972-49915487 | harvestofasher@hoamail.org

of their leaders/rabbis/teachers, when they said they belonged
to this or that teacher. Paul referred to this behavior and attitude
when he asked, “In whose name have you been baptized”
(I Corinthians 1:13)? Even today in congregations and churches,
we hear people boasting that they belong to this denomination
or that fellowship and follow this theology or that teaching. Yet
above all, Yeshua is our Rabbi, our Messiah and we are baptized
into Him and in His name.
Each of us should be proud of the fact that we belong first and
foremost to Yeshua. Then we will be able to stand in unity and
love. Yeshua’s bride should be one! Yes there are different ways
of expressing faith, like the colors of the rainbow. However, we
are called to be one, and this one-ness is only found in Yeshua.
We should be reflecting His Grace – making His Grace available to
those around us in our lives.
Like Yeshua, our desire and prayer is that we, His body, will be
one, focused on Him and not on our differences.
“Behold, how good and how pleasant it is, for brothers to dwell
together in unity!” (Psalm 133:1)

GUY COHEN
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The ink of the tattoos has faded over time. The skin of the forearms has grown
old and wrinkled. Yet the chilling image is still visible – a serial number on the arm of a former Nazi
concentration camp prisoner.
Once there were hundreds of thousands of survivors
bearing these numbers on their flesh. Today, seven
decades later, only thousands of them remain alive.
Every year, there are fewer and fewer of them.
The word “catastrophe” does not sound frightening
enough to convey all the horror and all the pain, since
many catastrophes occur every day. There is a special
word in the dictionaries of the whole world for that
specific catastrophe - the “Holocaust.” It was the
“final solution to the Jewish question” developed by
meticulous Nazi criminals who tried methodically to
wipe out God’s people from the face of the earth,
numbering each of their victims.
One of the tasks of the concentration camps was the
destruction of the human personality. When instead
of a name there was
a number, instead of
clothes there were
striped pajamas,
instead of love and
compassion there
was senseless slave
labor and constant
humiliation, it was easy
to surrender, to lose all
Evening with Dallas group
remnants of faith.
It is said that when British troops liberated one of the
women’s death camps, most of the prisoners were
already close to death from epidemics and unthinkable
cruelty. The British prepared food for them and gave
them warm blankets. Unexpectedly, lipstick showed up
as part of a package of humanitarian aid supplies.
Soon, the lips of these emaciated women, exhausted
from disease and beatings, shone with the bright red

color of victory painting over the gray hell of oblivion.
Suddenly these women began to feel alive; real people
again.
Today there are not many of these old women and men
left, and those few get lost in our ever-rushing modern
world. Currently many of these survivors live in the
Jewish State of Israel, protected from anti-Semitism,
starvation and humiliation. However, bitter roots of
resentment and pain still corrode their hearts.
Our Ministry “Return
to Zion” could not
turn away from
the pain of these
survivors. Over
the years we have
developed a warm
relationship with
this community
Serving Holocaust Survivors in
of people who lived
Upper Nazareth
through the horror
of the Holocaust. Students of our music school often
organize concerts and creative evenings for them.
On Jewish holidays our team prepares festive events
and banquets for them. Often partners from abroad
participate, eager to contribute to the lives of these
people. Just recently a group from Dallas lead by
Neil Crabb joined us for an event serving Holocaust
Survivors, with a genuine desire to serve them and to
pray for them.
There is just one main task and one desire in the hearts
of all of us – to show God’s love to those who have
already seen hell on earth, before they reach the end
of their days. In this we welcome your prayers and
support – join us in blessing this precious remnant.

P.O. Box 9609, Haifa 3109601, Israel

Email: info@shaveitzion.org

www.shaveitzion.org
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HANNAH TEKLE
“Stand up in the presence of the aged, show respect for the elderly and revere your God.
I am the Lord” (Leviticus 19:32).

I

n most buses in Israel, near the front of
the bus, is a sign that reads: “Stand up
in the presence of the aged.” As a new
immigrant, when I was able to read at about
the level of my second grade son, I would go
around practicing my elementary Hebrew
by reading the many different signs posted
in public places. I remember attempting to
understand that particular sign. Written in the
original Biblical Hebrew, it was not easy for me
to decipher. The accompanying image made
it obvious that the sign meant priority seating
for the elderly, but it took me a while to realize
that the modern transportation instruction
was a direct quote from Leviticus 19.
Age is such a deceptive thing. Kids think
getting older is the solution to their troubles
– the thing that will give them more
privilege and freedom, so much so that
they defend every month as if it is a major
accomplishment. “I’m not 8. I’m 8 and a HALF!”
At forty-something, I am all too aware of the
years flashing by. Maybe that’s part of my
attraction to interacting with the elderly in
our community. While a bit selfish, I think it
is part of the formula which God intended.
The elderly carry wisdom and experience
we simply haven’t lived long enough yet to
attain. Honoring them, listening to them and
spending time with them helps us keep things
in perspective. It also gives them the attention
and recognition they genuinely deserve.

Albina

P.O. Box 1018 Kiryat Yam 29109 Israel

Yehudit comes to our service nearly every
Saturday. The younger people help her off
of the shuttle bus, and she shuffles into
the building with the help of her cane. In
her wrinkled old purse she brings her Bible,
various medicines to help her manage the
collection of ailments she suffers from and
small packages of candy. One by one, when
| T: +972 (4) 877-7921

| F: +972 (4) 875-7792

the small children see her they run up and
present themselves to her. She hugs and
kisses them and hands them a candy. As
a mom of one of the children enjoying her
attention, I ask-scold, “Did you give her a
hug? Did you say ‘thank you’? Did you smile
and ask how she is doing?” I have grown to
love Yehudit, and sincerely enjoy greeting
her every week, especially in light of the fact
that none of my own grandparents are still
alive. Her warm smile and soft cheek make
me feel loved and happy. Originally from
Romania, she has been in Israel so long that
her Hebrew is very good, which allows me
to communicate with her, whereas many
of the older people in our community only
speak Russian.
This last month we held a one day
conference for the senior citizens group
in our congregation and invited the senior
citizens from the network congregations
as well. The pastor of our “golden age”
ministry, Albina Mazurovsky, did a great
job mobilizing help and planning the day.
Both Avishalom and Andrey gave stirring
teachings to honor, inspire and encourage
those who attended. We served them lunch
and prayed for them one by one. Among
them was my dear friend Yehudit. It was
obvious she was enjoying the day and being
fed spiritually and physically.
It was truly a privilege to serve the elderly and
devote a day to honor their presence in our
midst. We pray that God will be gracious to
tend their physical needs and give us many
more years with them to learn from their
life stories and soak up their grandmotherly
and grandfatherly attention, gaining an even
deeper understanding that God’s design for
the generations is perfect.

| E: admin@tentsofmercy.org

| www.tentsofmercy.org
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Ultimate Covenant

“The soul of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to
you on the altar to atone for your souls” (Leviticus 17:11).

Many types of witchcraft involve a blood covenant for evil, to
control the souls of the people involved, who then become
victims of total manipulation and destruction.

here are over 400 references to blood in the Scriptures.
In addition to being the red fluid that flows through our
bodies, there is a spiritual meaning to the word “blood.”
The blood is said to carry the “soul” of the human being.

The rule is: a soul in place of a soul. When a human being sins,
his soul becomes unclean. The soul (represented by the blood)
of another is then given to make atonement for the sinning
soul: to pay the punishment and to purify it. The unclean soul
under the death penalty is redeemed, “bought back” by the
death of an innocent soul.
Ultimately, the soul of a righteous human being is demanded
to compensate for the soul of a sinful human being. The animal
sacrifices of the Torah are only symbolic, pointing to the blood
of Yeshua. The soul of an animal cannot truly make atonement
for the soul of a human. The animal’s blood points to the blood
of the righteous Messiah, who indeed makes atonement for us:
soul for soul.
This exchange is offered free of charge to everyone by grace,
receiving the price paid for his or her own soul. In this way a
soul is “saved” by the sacrifice of the blood. The blood is not
only the sacrifice that allows a soul to enter into covenant with
God, it is the seal that keeps and protects that covenant.

7

“Blood” means that a life has been shed. A blood covenant is
the strongest kind of covenant, because it involves the sacrifice
of a life, a total commitment. The blood allows the covenant to
take place, and blood is demanded if the covenant is broken.

In the case of our New Covenant with Yeshua, the power of the
blood is for good, not evil. We enter into a covenant of holiness,
life, healing, joy and peace.
The New Covenant also involves a total life-and-death
commitment.
The children of Israel put lamb’s blood on the doorposts and
lintel of their houses in Egypt (Exodus 12:7) to show that they
had chosen to be part of the covenant. The blood was the
sign that they had received the covenant (Exodus 12:13). The
covenant then protected them from death and destruction. The
sign of the blood was over the doorway, above for salvation,
and on either side for protection—an amazing foreshadow of
the cross of Yeshua.
“And YHVH will pass to strike Egypt, and He will see the
blood on the lintel and the two side-posts; and YHVH will
pass over the door, and not allow the destroyer to come into
your houses to strike” (Exodus 12:23).

Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

Advantages of the Blood

Here is the first advantage of the blood. It marks the
territory; it shows ownership. It is like a street sign, a
name tag, a brand label.
The blood allows God to say, “This person, his family
and his property belong to Me. Destroyer, you are not
allowed to cross the line into their area.”
Think how powerful that is in spiritual warfare. We
declare that we and everything connected to us belongs
to God through the blood of Yeshua. God says to all
demons that they cannot come into our territory to harm
us. If we believe in the power of the blood covenant, no
demonic force can cross the border into our territory.
The second advantage of the blood is that it marks us
as eligible to live according to the rules of the covenant
and to receive the blessings of the covenant. We are
brought out of the afflictions, poverty and curses of
“Egypt” and brought into the “promised land” of milk and
honey. (The Hebrew name for Egypt “Mitzrayim” means
the “straits of tribulation.”)
The blood marks you as a vessel to receive blessings, so
long as we live by the rules. It is a sign that you belong
to a privileged group, a royal family (I Peter 2:9). We are
all invited by grace, by the blood of Yeshua, to become
members of His blessing club.
The third advantage of the blood is that it influences
us on the inside. The blood of Yeshua cleanses our souls
(I John 1:7) and speaks to our conscience (“to Yeshua,
mediator of the New Covenant, and to the blood of
sprinkling, which speaks better than the blood of
Abel” (Hebrews 12:24).

If we sin, the Holy Spirit bears witness with our spirit
to change (Romans 2:15, 8:16, 9:1). If we repent and
believe, the Holy Spirit guarantees us that we are
no longer under condemnation. “There is now no
condemnation to those in Messiah Yeshua, who walk
not according to the flesh but by the spirit” (Romans
8:1).
If we believe in the blood we are saved. We cross over
into the covenant of grace. This blood covenant provides
us with these three advantages during this lifetime:
1. Marked territory – the demons cannot attack us
2. Blessings restored – we receive all health,
wisdom and provision
3. Inner leading – we are shown how to walk in
grace and purity
Through these three advantages, the blood of Yeshua
gives us victory over the enemy in spiritual warfare.
“For the accuser of our brethren, who brings charges
against them before our God, day and night, was cast
down. And they overcame him by the blood of the
lamb and by the word of their testimony, that they
loved not their own souls even unto death” (Revelation
12:10-11).
Notice that the emphasis of the attacks of Satan has
to do with accusation. The blood is the guarantee to
us that we are forgiven, and thus operates as a shield
against demonic attack. The spiritual voice of the blood
saying that we are not condemned is stronger than the
demonic voice of condemnation.

There is an ongoing, internal, spiritual influence by the
testimony of the blood of Yeshua. We are led by its inner
guidance and moral inspiration.

By making use of the spiritual power of the blood of
Yeshua we can have victory over Satan. However, the
blood must be put into effect (and backed up by our own
life-and-death commitment). It must be placed on the
“doorposts” of our bodies, minds, and souls.

“How much more will the blood of Messiah, who
sacrificed himself without spot to God through the
eternal Spirit, purify your conscience from works of
death in order to serve the living God?” (Hebrews 9:14)

When we understand these advantages of the covenant
blood, we can believe and activate its power in our lives.
There is power in the blood of Yeshua, and through it we
can overcome every attack of evil.

ASHER INTRATER, Revive Israel & Tikkun Global

Connect with us at

www.reviveisrael.org
and on Facebook

